This paper identifies underlying issues associate with simulating those classes of problems which require both arbitary spatial and temporal precision and which must deal the with the complexities of a multitude of asynchronous pair-wise interactions occuring among a dynamic non-uniform distribution of numerous spatial components.
deal the with the complexities of a multitude of asynchronous pair-wise interactions occuring among a dynamic non-uniform distribution of numerous spatial components.
The principal issue of interest discussed focuses on a proposed simulation modeling methodology which dynamically sectors the trajectory space based on the number of spatial objects occupying a portion of the trajectory space (i.e. objeet space density).
That is, the trajectory space is divided into sectors of various sizes such that each sector contains no more than some specified number of spatial
components. The authors demonstrate that with such a dynamic sectoring methodolo~a theorical reduction in the total number of pair-wise comparisons required during each time advancement can be achieved. Additionally, the theoretical computational complexity associated with identifying spatial conflicts will be better than 0(N2) for a non-uniform distribution of N spatial objects.
INTRODUCTION
Current discrete-event simulation methodolo~es do not adequately represent the spatial relationships present in many physical systems. Current methodologies are very robust for studying the temporal aspects of a system such as hourly throughput, average delay, average queue length, and maximum queue length. However, both spatial and temporal issues characterize many of the questions surrounding today's complex systems. Spatial components of these complex systems are characterized by the independent continuous movement of entities through time and space with the exception of discrete asynchronous instances of pairwise interactions (Lubachevsky 1991 (Goldberg 1984; Beckman et al. 1988; Cleary 1990; Lubachevsky 1991 We can estimate the computational cost of the process by stepping through the flow chart.
At each step the estimated number of operations required is provided in bold type.
Additionally, we assume that every ball is involved in a collision with another ball. Working from the inner most loop we can obtain a rough estimate of the computational complexity associated with the approach. The inner most loop contains a total of seven operations assuming a collision.
The next loop contains two operations. Therefore, we can estimate the cost associated with this approach to be 7 X N X 2 X N = (14 X N2) or O(NZ). Where N is the total number of balls. Figure 2 presents a high level flow chart of the process associated with a simulation utilizing sectoring.
As with the previous example, we can estimate the computational cost of the process by stepping through the flow chart. At each step the estimated number of operations required is provided in bold type. Again we assume the worst case (i.e. every ball collides with another ball) and working from the inner most loop we can obtain a rough estimate of the computational complexity associated with this approach. The two inner most loops contain a total of seven operations assuming every ball is involved in a collision.
The next two loops contain two operations. Figure 4 which illustrates the processes associated with the proposed dynamic sectoring approach As with the previous example, we can estimate the computational cost of the process by stepping through a flow chart. Again we assume the worst case (i.e. every ball collides with another ball) and working from the inner most loop we can obtain a rough estimate of the computational complexity associated with the approach.
Like the fixed sectoring method the two inner most loops contain a total of seven operations and the next two loops contain two operations each. At this point dynamic sectoring and fixed sectoring are equivalent with an estimated cost associated of 7 X n X9 X2xn XK=(126Xn~XK)or 0(n2)since K is a constant. However, the dynamic sectoring method requires that sectors are sub-divided until no more than some pre-specified number of balls t occupies any one sector. This requires that the trajectory space is subdivide c times.
Where the value of c is directly proportional to the total number of balls N and the maximum number of balls t allowed per sector. Therefore, we can estimate the cost associated with this approach to be((7Xn X9X2 XnXK)+ c)= ((126 X nz X K)+ c) or ((126 X # X E)+ c), since n = t, for each step of the clock.
A COMPARATIVE EXAMPLE
To illustrate the advantages of each method they will be compared using an example problem. Nate that the flow charts presented do not include all the operations that would need to occur if the approach were actually In other words, a collision occurs every time a ball moves. This . Naive approach assumption facilitates some consistency for the sake of (9X N~= (9 X 2562)= 589,842 comparing the ditYerent approaches.
Given below is theestimated number of operations determined from the flow chart for each approach: As this example illustrates both fixed sectoring and dynamic sectoring provide better efficiency when compared to the naive approach.
The two sectoring approaches provide approximately equivalent efficiency when balls are distributed uniformly and an equal number of sectors are used. Now assume that we have the same number of balls, but the balls are clustered into a small area the size of a single sector.
. Naive approach 9 X N2 ) = (9 X 256Z) = 589,842 In this example the naive and fixed sectoring approaches both perform poorly. The dynamic sectoring approach performance is almost equivalent to the situation involving a unitorm distribution of spatial objects.
The results from the example problem demonstrate the potential of the proposed dynamic sectoring approach.
SUMMARY
The analysis presented suggests that an efficient discrete-event simulation methodology for modeling systems characterized by the in&pen&nt continuous movement of entities through time and space can be developed based on dynamic sectoring. Clearly, a major concern is the overhead necessary to maintain a dynamic sectoring scheme. Efforts are continuing by the authors on implementation strategies for dynamic sectoring which keep overhead to acceptable levels. In particular, strategies based on object-oriented modeling and tree based data structures in lew of linked-lists are under current study and development.
Early results are promising and efforts are continuing.
